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DocumentUltimate v5.2.2.0 Current Issues For very large files (1GB+) the DocumentViewer.Refresh() method sometimes takes considerable time and is sometimes unresponsive. The Split Page Editor sometimes jumps the split page The Recent Documents List can sometimes disappear Images sometimes disappear when
document is opened by pasting Some images can not be edited DocumentUltimate v5.2.2.0 Known Issues For very large files (1GB+) the DocumentViewer.Refresh() method sometimes takes considerable time and is sometimes unresponsive. The Split Page Editor sometimes jumps the split page The Recent Documents List

can sometimes disappear Images sometimes disappear when document is opened by pasting Some images can not be edited DocumentUltimate is an ASP.NET Document Viewer and Converter that supports both ASP.NET MVC and ASP.NET WebForms web applications / web sites.DocumentUltimate can also be used with.NET
desktop applications for conversion between different document formats. The GleamTech Document Ultimate is a comprehensive enterprise class.NET document conversion solution that can be used for converting between document and file formats, including: DOC, DOCX, HTML, RTF, PDF, TIFF, JPG, PNG, TGA, GIF, GIF, PNG,
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fixed: a document could be attached to a page during runtime, this can occur when a page on a web sitehas a gridview control, a document is
loaded into the gridview control and then the url is kept open in the browserafter the page has been loaded. added:

gleamtech.behaviors.observablebehavior interface and derived behaviors like onchangedevent which works like
thegleamtech.events.behavior.onchangedevent in that only the last event is saved and a new event will be saved if the propertyhas changed

during the application run time. added: gleamtech.behaviors.observablebehavior.ontextchangedevent which is just used for observing changes of
the text content of the textbox.it was necessary to have a special behavior since there is no event for the textchange in asp.net core. added:
gleamtech.behaviors.observablebehavior.loadtextpropertychangedevent which is just used for observing changes of the text property of a
textbox.this is necessary because the previous default behavior was just observing the textchanged event which caused issues on asp.net

core,the new default behavior just observes the textpropertychanged event. added: a convention on how to use overloads for providing
properties of an object are supported with composite classes,forexample: microsoft.aspnetcore.ihiddenfield is a composite class of idisposable
and ivalueprovider. a propertygetvalueasgetvaluesetvalueassetvalue will be implemented for custom composite classes. added: a new method
can be called when an observablebehavior changes the property of an object. in other words, theobservablebehavior only needs to register the

propertychanged event and can call this methodwhenever the property changes. 5ec8ef588b
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